TECNOGRAFICA Y MAQUINARIA, S.A. is a company of graphic arts,
specialized in the manufacture of folding carton and corrugated
packaging for all kind of industries.
It was founded in 1987 and it is located in CASTELLBELL I EL VILAR, Bages
County, at 50 km. from Barcelona and 15 km from the emblematic
Montserrat Monastery. The facilities occupy a total surface area of 23.000
m2: 3.200 m2 are intended for manufacturing and 3.000 m2 for storage of
finished product. It is connected with the main communication & transport
networks of the country, allowing us a commercial action in Spain, France,
Germany, Italy, Portugal and others.
25 years of experience endorse us in the manufacture of this kind of
packaging and carton products, in order to satisfy the needs and
requirements of our clients, being a family Spanish company that produces
sustainable solutions in the packaging area.

During these years, TECNOGRAFICA has being improving the productive
process, carrying out investments as artificial vision, facilities and machinery
park renewal. One investment to highlight is the control by artificial vision,
which enables inspection of 100% of the production.

Our commitment is to satisfy all levels of quality and service demanded by
our customers. By this reason, from June 1998 we are certified by UNE-EN
ISO 9001, the quality management system awarded by BUREAU VERITAS
QUALITY INTERNATIONAL, which forces us to analyze the raw material used
in the production process in our Laboratory of Quality Control, as well as all
manufacture process.

We have a laboratory duly prepared with all the required measurement
technology to meet our quality objectives, verifying all requirements of our
customers; we can verify all the technic specifications of the raw material
used in the production process, and the finished product.

Our printing technology is offset. We use certified low migration inks for
food industry, cutting tools with laser technology, braille, reliefs, etc. Boxes
gluing two pieces packaging (carry carton), placing plastic handles with
rivets and Wilton handles.

Our Quality department is prepared to answer any question of our
customers.

Our machinery are equipped with artificial vision systems, able to make
5000 picture per minute, being able to check the 100% of our production.

Our productive process consists of printing, die cutting, gluing and riveting
plastic handles.

Tecnográfica is specialized in the manufacture of printing folding carton
and corrugated packaging.

The main sectors of activity are: detergent, food, beverage, animal food
and toys.
Special treatments: moisture and grease protection, PE barrier, stamping,
relief, braille, PET and PVC windows, riveting handle plastic.
Exclusive packaging as:
Click clack self-closing in two pieces boxes
Pump dispenser in automatic packaging, straight line, lock bottom and
two piece boxes.
Riveted handles.

Our engineers from I+D are expert in market trends, new materials and
packaging innovation to satisfy the needs of our customers.
This effort has allowed us to obtain a global patent and its industrial design.
It consists in a dispenser with an easy opening and closing.

Tecnográfica y Maquinaria S.A. is member of different associations,
highlighting SEDEX GLOBAL. http://www.sedexglobal.com/

